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The flux of unstable secondary cosmic ray nuclei, produced by spallation processes in the interstellar
medium, can be used to constrain the residence time of cosmic rays inside the Galaxy. Among them, 10Be is
especially useful because of its relatively long half-life of 1.39 Myr. In the framework of the diffusive halo
model we describe cosmic ray transport taking into account all relevant interaction channels and accounting
for the decay of unstable secondary nuclei. We then compare our results with the data collected by the
Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) on board the International Space Station for the flux ratios Be/C,
B/C, Be/O, B/O, C/O and Be/B as well as C, N and O absolute fluxes. These measurements, and especially
the Be/B ratio, allow us to single out the flux of 10Be and infer a best fit propagation time of CRs in the
Galaxy. Our results show that, if the cross sections for the production of secondary elements through
spallation are taken at face value, AMS-02 measurements are compatible with the standard picture based on
CR diffusion in a halo of size H ≳ 5 kpc. Taking into account the uncertainties in the cross sections, this
conclusion becomes less reliable, although still compatible with the standard picture. Implications of our
findings for alternative models of CR transport are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of cosmic rays (CRs) in the Galaxy is a
complex phenomenon ruled by microphysical processes
affecting the large scale behavior of charged particles in the
pervading magnetic fields of the interstellar medium (ISM).
Such small scale complexity is typically averaged out in
such a way that simplified equations are found that describe
the spatial dependence of the CR spectrum throughout the
Galaxy. The most common approach to CR transport is
based on the so-called diffusion-convection equation,
sometimes with the additional assumption that the region
where sources are located and where CR interactions occur
has a scale height that is much smaller than the size of
the magnetized underdense Galactic halo. The spectrum of
CRs observed at the Earth is then a convolution of the
source spectrum and the confinement time of CRs in the
Galaxy. The interactions suffered by CRs in their journey
through the Galaxy is described in terms of the total mass
per unit surface, the so-called grammage. This quantity can
be measured by using the ratio of fluxes of secondary-to-
primary nuclei, such as the boron (B) to carbon (C) ratio. In
the context of the standard diffusion-convection model,
these ratios are typically proportional to H=DðEÞ at high

energies, so that precious information about CR transport
can be gathered through their measurement. However, the
combination of the halo sizeH and the diffusion coefficient
DðEÞ that determines the secondary-to-primary ratios
leaves the confinement time H2=DðEÞ weakly constrained:
the same ratios could be obtained by assuming small halo
size and correspondingly small diffusion coefficient or
assuming that both quantities are larger by the same
amount. On the other hand, the propagation of primary
leptons from the sources to the Earth is regulated by the
balance between confinement time and radiative losses,
hence lepton transport requires the knowledge of the
confinement time ∼H2=DðEÞ.
The measured secondary-to-primary ratios of nuclei are

all decreasing functions of energy at E≳ 10 GeV=n,
thereby confirming the theoretical expectation that CR
transport is mainly diffusive and that the grammage
associated to diffusive propagation is also a decreasing
function of energy in the same energy range. Some features
in the spectra of primary nuclei [1–4] and a peculiar trend
in the secondary-to-primary ratios recently measured by
the AMS-02 collaboration [5,6] stimulated some discussion
about the possibility that these features may reflect
different regimes in the diffusive transport of CRs in the
Galaxy [7–11].
On the other hand, this picture of CR transport appears to

be challenged by observations of the fluxes of positrons and
antiprotons, also produced as secondary products of CR
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inelastic interactions [12]. In fact the flux ratios eþ=ðeþ þ
e−Þ and p̄=p, that are both expected to decrease with
energy, are observed to increase and be roughly constant
with energy respectively [13–16]. It should be emphasized
that a contribution to the positron flux at the Earth is
actually expected based on models of particle escape from
pulsars (see [17] for a recent review). This contribution has
been shown to lead to an increasing positron ratio.
Moreover, an improved knowledge of the cross section
for production of antiprotons, a somewhat updated choice
of propagation parameters [18,19] and the introduction of
physical processes such as first order reacceleration and
source grammage [20], make the predicted shape of the
p̄=p more similar to the observed one.
Nevertheless, the occurrence that the shape of the spectra

of positrons, antiprotons and protons is very similar
justifies some doubts concerning the standard picture of
CR transport illustrated above. In fact several authors have
advocated the idea that positrons and antiprotons are purely
secondary products of CR interactions [21–23], with no
need for alternative sources or exotic models, provided the
standard interpretation of the grammage is deeply changed.
In order to accommodate the energy decrease of the
grammage as inferred from the B/C ratio (and other
secondary-to-primary ratios) it was suggested, following
the idea of nested leaky-box put forward in Ref. [24], that
sources may be surrounded by regions of enhanced
grammage, the so-called cocoons [23]. These regions
would dominate CR grammage up to ∼TeV=n, while at
higher energies the grammage would be accumulated
mainly throughout the ISM, and in an energy independent
manner. None of these assumptions, at this point, is much
more than just a working hypothesis.
However some recent works have showed how the

streaming of CRs away from their sources and the large
CR densities in such regions may induce instabilities that
self-confine CRs for times that largely exceed the ones that
may be naively expected [25–27]. Depending on the ISM
conditions around the sources (especially the neutral
fraction [28,29]) this may result in enhanced near source
grammage, conceptually similar to the cocoons mentioned
above. Although a clear picture of all relevant elements of
this problem is not yet available, it is interesting that in a
rather independent way, in the last few years several pieces
of observations, typically in the form of extended gamma
ray halos around pulsar wind nebulae, supernova remnants
and star clusters, led to estimates of the diffusion coefficient
in these near source regions up to ∼100 times smaller than
typically inferred for the ISM [30–32].
In the alternative approaches discussed above [23,24],

the spectral similarity between positrons and both protons
and antiprotons forces one to require that the observed
positron spectrum is not appreciably affected by radiative
losses, again in striking contradiction with the standard
scenario, in which energy losses dominate leptons’

transport for energies above few GeV. As pointed out in
Ref. [23], this requirement implies that the escape time of
CRs from the Galaxy in the ∼10 GeV energy range be of
order a few million years rather than the typical value
of ∼100 Myr, as inferred in the standard picture. In order to
support this finding, it is typically argued that the few
existing measurements of the 10Be=9Be at low energies
suggest a much shorter confinement time than in the
standard model [33–35], in which case it may in fact be
reasonable that positrons with energy≲1 TeV may be little
affected by radiative losses. This conclusion is usually
based upon the adoption of some variation of the so-called
leaky box model, that is known to be unfit to the description
of unstable isotopes, such as 10Be [36]. The main reason
for such limitation is that at low energies the decay of
10Be takes place inside the disc of the Galaxy, in striking
contradiction with the basic assumption of the leaky box
model.
Even in the case of diffusion-advection approaches with

an infinitely thin disc this situation would be ill described.
The latter would be an appropriate approach at higher
energies, where the Lorentz boosted decay time may
exceed the time for escaping the Galactic disc, but until
recently no measurement existed of the decaying isotopes
at E≳ 10 GeV=n, and the existing measurements at lower
energies are affected by substantial systematic uncertainties
[37–41].
Nowadays, the unprecedented quality of the data col-

lected by the AMS-02 mission, onboard the International
Space Station, is providing extremely detailed information
on the fluxes of CRs, both of primary and secondary nature,
up to energies of order ∼TeV. In particular AMS-02
recently published the observed fluxes of secondary CRs
such as Lithium, Beryllium and Boron [6]. Although
not designed to carry out an isotopic analysis of unstable
elements, AMS-02 measured the total spectrum of
Beryllium and the energy dependence of the Be/B ratio,
which contains precious information about the confinement
time, as we discuss below and as first proposed in [42]. In
the absence of decays of 10Be, this ratio above ∼10 GeV
should be a slightly decreasing function of energy, as a
result of the mildly larger cross section of Boron spallation
which reduces the denominator of the ratio. On the other
hand, if at a given energy an appreciable fraction of 10Be
may decay, the total flux of Beryllium decreases. Moreover,
the decays of 10Be mainly result in the production of Boron
nuclei. Both these effects invert the expected trend, so that
the Be/B ratio can now be expected to be an increasing
function of energy, to an extent which depends on the
fraction of 10Be nuclei that decay, which in turn carries
information about the confinement time in the Galaxy. In
this article we discuss in detail the results of our inves-
tigation of this effect.
The article is organised as follows, in Sec. II we

introduce the formalism used to describe CR transport in
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the Galaxy, both for primary nuclei and for secondary
stable and unstable nuclei. The results of our calculations
are discussed in Sec. III in connection with the AMS-02
data. The conclusions and an outlook for future measure-
ments are then presented in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

The theoretical approach that we adopted to describe CR
propagation is based on the diffusive halo model and is a
modified version of the weighted slab technique already
introduced in [9,10,43,44]. Within this approach, the CR
sources are assumed to be located in a thin disc with half-
width h ≪ H, where H is the half thickness of the Galactic
halo. The ISM gas that acts as target for CR interactions is
also assumed to be confined inside the thin disc, with a
surface density is μ ¼ 2.3 mg=cm2 [45]. The weighted slab
technique has been generalized here to include two
important effects: (1) the decay of unstable nuclei;
(2) the contribution to stable nuclei (such as 10B) from
the decay of unstable isotopes (such as 10Be).
The adoption of the weighted slab model is justified for

the description of the decay of 10Be if such decays take
place outside the thickness h of the disc. It is easy to check
what are the constraints that this condition imposes on the
energy per nucleon of the decaying nucleus. The relevant
time scales for CR transport in the disc are the diffusion
time scale h2=DðRÞ and the advection timescale h=vA,
where vA is the Alfvén speed. In order for the model to be
applicable we require that the decay of 10Be takes place in
the halo

γτd ≫ Min
�
h2

2D
;
h
vA

�
;

where τd ¼ t1=2= ln 2 ∼ 2 Myr is the timescale for the
radioactive decay of 10Be, γ is the Lorentz factor and
DðRÞ is the rigidity-dependent diffusion coefficient. As
in [44], we assume a diffusion coefficient that is spatially
constant and only dependent upon particles rigidity R:

DðRÞ ¼ 2vAH þ βD0

ðR=GVÞδ
½1þ ðR=RbÞΔδ=s�s

; ð1Þ

where D0 and δ are parameters that are fitted to the data,
mainly the B/C and B/O ratios as functions of energy. The
other parameters s, Δδ and Rb are fixed from observations
of primary nuclei [44]: s ¼ 0.1, Δδ ¼ 0.2, Rb ¼ 312 GV.
The functional form in Eq. (1), also used in Ref. [44], is
inspired to (but not limited to) the models in which the
diffusion coefficient is self-generated by propagating CRs
[8–10]. The plateau at low energies, where advection
dominates transport, was found in self-generated models
in Ref. [46].

Rather than determining vA from physical quantities,
some of which are very poorly known in the halo, we fit the
value of vA to the existing data on the fluxes of both
primary and secondary nuclei.
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the limits of validity of the

assumption of 10Be decay outside the thin disc. The
dependence of the results on the size H of the halo is
due to the fact that the secondary-to-primary ratios
approximately fix the ratio of the normalization of the
diffusion coefficient and the halo size H. This implies that
larger halos require correspondingly larger diffusion
coefficients. From Fig. 1 it is clear that for H ≳ 2 kpc
the Lorentz boosted decay time is appreciably longer than
the diffusion time of the same nuclei in the Galactic disc.
Even for H ∼ 1 kpc, this condition is well satisfied for
rigidity ≳ few GV. The advection time is irrelevant
for transport on spatial scales h ∼ 150 pc, being always
much longer than the diffusion timescale for values of
vA ∼ 10 km=s.
It might be argued that the validity of the assumption of

10Be decay in the halo also depends upon the ansatz that the
diffusion coefficient in the disc is the same as in the halo.
This is partially true. On the other hand, if to consider the
microphysics of particle transport, the Galactic disc is a
rather hostile environment for CR scattering, because
of severe ion-neutral damping of Alfvén waves for CR
energies below ∼100 GeV [see [17] and references therein
for a recent review]. This would imply an even larger
diffusion coefficient in the disc, thereby making the
condition of 10Be decay in the halo easier to fulfil.

FIG. 1. Diffusion time scale in the disk h (solid orange lines)
and in the halo H (dashed orange lines) for three different values
of the halo size. We also show the Lorentz boosted decay time of
10Be (blue solid line) and the advection timescale to exit the disc
(green dotted line).
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The decay time of 10Be becomes longer than the escape
time from the Galactic halo for rigidity above 10–100 GV,
depending on the size H of the halo, which is exactly the
reason why the measurement of the flux of this isotope is
sensitive to the parameter H.
The transport equation describing the propagation of

both stable and unstable nuclei in the context of the
modified weighted slab approach reads:

−
∂
∂z

�
Da

∂fa
∂z

�
þ vA

∂fa
∂z −

dvA
dz

p
3

∂fa
∂p

þ 1

p2

∂
∂p

�
p2

�
dp
dt

�
a;ion

fa

�
þ μvðpÞσa

m
δðzÞfa þ

fa
τ̂d;a

¼ 2hdq0;aðpÞδðzÞ þ
X
a0>a

μvðpÞσa0→a

m
δðzÞfa0 þ

X
a0>a

fa0

τ̂d;a0
;

ð2Þ

where faðp; zÞ is the distribution function of specie a in
phase space, vðpÞ ¼ βðpÞc is the particles’ velocity,
and μ is the surface density of the disk. The quantities
τ̂d;a ¼ γτd;a define the Lorentz boosted decay times of
unstable elements.
The second term on the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (2)

accounts for particle advection with velocity vA. In the
simple scenario adopted here, where the advection speed
is constant in z, one has dvA=dz ¼ 2vAδðzÞ [44]. The
injection of primary CR nuclei of type a occurs in the
infinitely thin disc and is described through the function
q0;aðpÞ, assumed to be a power law in momentum with a
slope γinj that depends slightly on the type of primary
nucleus, as discussed in Ref. [44]. The second term in the
right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (2) takes into account the
production of secondary CRs through spallation processes
while the third term accounts for the production of
secondary CRs through radioactive decays of secondaries,
such as 10B produced by the decay of 10Be. Notice that this
latter term behaves as an injection term that however is not
spatially relegated in the thin disc, which implies some
technical difficulties, described below. Spallation cross
sections are computed using the parametric fits provided
by [44] for LiBeB production from major primary channels
and we adopted the approach described in [47] to compute
all the other secondary production cross sections. While in
the limit τd;a → ∞ Eq. (2) reduces to the standard transport
equation for stable nuclei, the case including the decay of
unstable isotopes requires some care, both because of the
decay itself and because of the fact that some radioactive
decays (such as 10Be) result in the spatially distributed
injection of stable nuclei (for instance 10B [48]). Finally we
account for the effect of solar modulation by using the force
field approximation [49] with a Fisk potential ϕ treated as
one of the fitting parameters.

A. Unstable nuclei

The solution of the transport equation for unstable
elements can be found by using a procedure that is very
similar to the one previously illustrated for stable nuclei
[9,10,44]. Let us first consider Eq. (2) for z ≠ 0, where all
terms proportional to δðzÞ disappear and the equation
reduces to:

−
∂
∂z

�
DaðpÞ

∂fa
∂z

�
þ vA

∂fa
∂z þ fa

τd;a
¼ 0: ð3Þ

The solution of this equation is readily found to be in the
form:

fa ¼ Aeαþz þ Beα−z ð4Þ

where α� are the solutions of the second order algebraic
equation Daα

2 − vAα − 1=τd;a ¼ 0:

α� ¼ vA
2Da

�
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4Da

v2Aτd;a

s �
≡ vA

2Da
½1� Δa�: ð5Þ

Here we have introduced the dimensionless quantity Δa
that can be written more conveniently as a function of the
timescales involved in the propagation process, namely

Δa ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 2τ2adv=ðτdiff;aτd;aÞ

q
ð6Þ

where τdiff;a ¼ H2=ð2DaÞ and τadv ¼ H=vA.
In the limit of stable nuclei, τd → ∞, Δ → 1 and the

solution in Eq. (4) reduces to the one found in Ref. [44].
The constants A and B in Eq. (4) are obtained

imposing the boundary conditions at the Galactic disc
and at the edge of the halo, namely faðp; z ¼ 0Þ ¼ f0;aðpÞ
and faðp; z ¼ HÞ ¼ 0, to obtain:

faðz; pÞ ¼ f0;aðpÞ
eα−z − eαþzþðα−−αþÞH

1 − eðα−−αþÞH
: ð7Þ

The value of the distribution function inside the
disc, f0;aðpÞ, can be obtained by integrating Eq. (2)
between 0− and 0þ which gives

− 2DaðpÞ
�∂fa
∂z

�
z¼0þ

−
2

3
vAp

∂f0;a
∂p

þ μvðpÞσa
m

f0;a þ
2h
p2

∂
∂p ½p2b0;aðpÞf0;a�

¼ 2hq0;aðpÞ þ
X
a0>a

μvðpÞσa0→a

m
f0;a0 ; ð8Þ

The quantity Da∂fa=∂zj0þ represents the diffusive flux
at the disc position and can be obtained deriving Eq. (7)
with respect to z, namely:
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�
Da

∂fa
∂z

�
z¼0

¼ −
vA
2
ξðpÞf0;a ð9Þ

where we have introduced the quantity:

ξðpÞ ¼ −
ð1 − ΔaÞ − ð1þ ΔaÞe−vAΔaH=Da

1 − e−vAΔaH=Da
ð10Þ

The meaning of the quantity ξ can be understood
applying it to stable elements where Δ ¼ 1 and then
ξ ¼ 2=ð1 − evAH=DaÞ. In the further limit of diffusion
dominated case, i.e., when Da ≫ vAH, we get
ξ → 2Da=ðvAHÞ, while in the advection dominated case
ξ → 2. On the other hand, in the case of unstable elements
with τd ≪ 4Da=v2A we get ξ → Δ ≃

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Da=ðv2AτdÞ

p
.

That is, we can write the diffusive flux as

�
Da

∂fa
∂z

�
z¼0

≃ −f0;a
Da

La
; ð11Þ

where La represents the maximum propagation distance,
namely La ¼ H for stable elements in the diffusion
dominated limit, La ¼ ∞ for stable elements in the
advection dominated limit and La ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Daτd;a

p
for elements

decaying on a timescale shorter than 4Da=v2A.
Following [43,44], we rewrite the transport equation in

terms of the flux as a function of kinetic energy per nucleon
Ia ¼ Aap2f0a :

IaðEÞ
XaðEÞ

þ d
dE

���
dE
dx

�
ad

þ
�
dE
dx

�
ion;a

�
IaðEÞ

�

þ σaIaðEÞ
m

¼ QaðEÞ ð12Þ

where

XðEÞ ¼ μv
2vA

2ð1 − e−vAΔaH=DaÞ
ð1þ ΔÞ − ð1 − ΔÞe−vAΔaH=Da

ð13Þ

is the grammage for nuclei with kinetic energy per
nucleon E,

�
dE
dx

�
ad
¼ −

2vA
3μc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðEþmpc2Þ

q
ð14Þ

is the rate of adiabatic energy losses due to advection and

QaðEÞ ¼ 2h
Aap2q0;aðpÞ

μv
þ

X
a0>a

IaðEÞ
m

σa0→a; ð15Þ

is the source term. That means that we can adopt the same
formal solution of Eq. (12) as in [44] for stable species but
using for the grammage the expression in Eq. (13).

In Fig. 2 we plot the spatial distribution of 10Be and its
decay product 10B, with the distribution functions both
normalised to their value in the disk, computed at fixed
rigidity R ¼ 10 GV and assuming a halo half-thickness
H ¼ 6 kpc. The figure clearly illustrates that the 10B
contributed by the decays of 10Be is spatially extended,
while the 10B produced through spallation reactions is
mainly concentrated in the disc.
Finally, it is interesting to study the asymptotic behavior

of Eq. (13) in three different cases: advection-dominated,
diffusion-dominated and decay-dominated regimes. The
corresponding expressions are

X ¼

8>>><
>>>:

μv
2vA

when τadv ≪ τdiff ; τd
μvH
2D when τdiff ≪ τadv; τd
μv
2

τdffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dτd

p when τd ≪ τdiff ; τadv

This shows how the combination of secondary/primary
fluxes which constrain H=D and unstable/stable seconda-
ries which constrain H=

ffiffiffiffi
D

p
together allow us to determine

both D and H independently, though with all limitations
deriving from systematic uncertainties in the experimental
data and in the spallation cross sections.

B. Stable elements with contribution from unstable ones

When a stable element a receives a contribution from the
decay of an unstable element b, Eq. (3) becomes

DaðpÞ
∂2fa
∂z2 − vA

∂fa
∂z ¼ −

fb
τd;b

: ð16Þ

The solution can be obtained with the method of
variation of constants:

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of unstable isotope 10Be and its
daughter 10B, both normalized to their disc value f0ðpÞ at rigiditiy
10 GV. In this case H ¼ 6 kpc has been assumed.
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faðz; pÞ ¼
1 − eαðz−HÞ

1 − e−αH

×

�
fa;0 þ

1

τdvA

Z
H

0

fbðz0Þð1 − e−αz
0 Þdz0

�

−
1

τdvA

Z
H

z
fbðz0Þð1 − e−αðz0−zÞÞdz0 ð17Þ

where α ¼ vA=Da.
In order to get the solution for fa;0ðpÞ at the disk we need

to solve again Eq. (8) but with a different expression for the
diffusive flux term Da∂zfaj0þ which is obtained deriving
Eq. (17) with respect to z. The result is easily found to be

Da
∂fa
∂z

				
0þ

¼ −
vAfa;0
eαH − 1

þ 1

τd;b

Z
H

0

fbðz0Þ
eαðH−z0Þ − 1

eαH − 1
dz0: ð18Þ

This result can be further simplified using Eq. (7) for the
spatial dependence of the distribution fbðzÞ of the radio-
active CR and performing the integral. The final expression
can be explicitly written and reads:

Da
∂fa
∂z

				
0þ

¼ −
fa;0ðpÞvA
evAH=Da − 1

þ fb;0ðpÞvA

×
�
Δb coth

�
vAHΔb

2Da

�
− coth

�
vAH
2Da

��
: ð19Þ

The second term ∝fb;0 represents an effective injection
due to the decay of the species b. This term disappears
when τd;b → ∞ since Δb → 1.
When Eq. (19) is plugged into Eq. (8) we get a formal

solution for fa;0ðpÞ identical to Eq. (12) but with a different
injection term, which is now the sum of the secondary
source term and the source term due to the Be decay, i.e.,

Q0;aðpÞ ¼ 2hq0;aðpÞ þ 2fb;0ðpÞvA
×

�
Δb coth

�
vAHΔb

2Da

�
− coth

�
vAH
2Da

��
≡ 2hq0;aðpÞ þ 2q̃b→aðpÞ ð20Þ

III. RESULTS

A. Secondary over primary ratios

In this section we present our results obtained through a
single multivariate fitting procedure to compare AMS-02
experimental data with theoretical spectra computed as
discussed in the previous sections. For each value of the
halo half-thickness H we minimise the χ2 with respect to
the AMS-02 data on Be/C, B/C, Be/O and B/O [6] and C,
N, O [4,50], the latter data limited to rigidities larger than

10 GV, so as to make the results only weakly dependent
upon the uncertainties typical of the low energies.
The set of parameters varied along the minimizing

procedure are: solar modulation potential ϕ, advection
velocity vA, diffusion coefficient constants D0 and δ,
injection power law index γinj (assumed to be the same
for all the primary species) and injection efficiency ϵa, the
latter quantity being species dependent.
As in [44], the spallation network is computed starting

from iron (Z ¼ 26) all the way down to Lithium. The
injection efficiency for nuclei heavier than oxygen, where
AMS-02 data are not yet available, are fitted against the
high-energy CREAM data [51].
The combined fit of the ratios Be/C, B/C, Be/O and B/O

constrains δ ∼ 0.54, for any value of H in the range
1–20 kpc. Coherently, the injected slope is fitted to be
γinj ∼ 4.3, the ratio D0=H is ∼0.44 (in units of
1028 cm2 s−1 kpc−1), ϕ ¼ 0.68 GV and vA ∼ 5 km=s. We
notice therefore that the typical dependence of the B/C ratio
with respect to the quantity D0=H is maintained also if the
radioactive decay of 10Be is taken into account, although
the χ2 associated with different values ofH is not the same.
In particular, the χ2 appears to be higher for smaller values
of H.
In Fig. 3 we show the comparison of our best-fit results

with the AMS-02 data on the ratios B/C (left panel) and Be/
C (right panel) for different values of H as labeled. In these
plots we show the total experimental uncertainty, obtained
summing in quadrature the statistical and systematic errors
as published by the AMS-02 Collaboration [4–6]. As
expected, for low values of H, say ∼1 kpc, the effect of
10Be decay is weak, thereby leading to overestimating the
Be/C ratio and underestimating the B/C ratio.
In Fig. 3, as in the forthcoming figures, we plot also the

residual respect to experimental data, defined as the
“distance” between the theoretical expectation and data
divided by the total experimental error. As follows from
Fig. 3, the residual is always confined within 3σ, confirm-
ing a good accuracy of our fitting procedure.
The residuals clearly show a preference for relatively

large values of the halo size, H ≳ 6 kpc. A similar con-
clusion can be drawn by considering the Be/O and B/O
ratios, not shown here. A quantitative assessment of the
significance of these fits will be discussed in Sec. III B
using the Beryllium over Boron ratio.

B. Beryllium over Boron ratio

In order to calculate the Be/B ratio, we solve the
transport equations for all isotopes of both beryllium
(7Be, 9Be and 10Be) and boron (10B and 11B). As we discuss
below, this ratio is more sensitive to the value of H with
respect to the secondary to primary ratios.
If all isotopes of Be were stable, the Be/B ratio at

rigidities above ∼10 GV would be a slowly decreasing
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function of energy, up to about ∼200 GV, where the
spallation time of Be becomes appreciably longer than
the escape time from the Galaxy. The slight decrease
reflects the fact that the total inelastic cross section scales
as ∝A0.7 and boron (denominator) is slightly heavier than
beryllium. At higher rigidity, since the production cross
sections are basically independent of energy [44], the Be/B
ratio is expected to be constant. Moreover, the spallation of
Boron increases the amount of Beryllium (numerator) at the
same energy per nucleon. This behavior is shown as a black
dotted line in the left panel of Fig. 4. At rigidities ≲10 GV
the spallation cross section acquires a small energy depend-
encewhich reflects in the small increasewith rigidity visible
in the figure.
The AMS-02 data clearly show that the Be/B ratio

increases with rigidity at least up to ∼100 GV. The
simplest explanation of such a trend is based on the decay
of 10Be at low rigidity, where decays occur faster than
escape. The colored solid lines in the left panel of Fig. 4
show the results of our calculations for the best-fit to the
secondary-over-primary ratios for different values of H as
found in the previous section.
The residuals are also shown in the bottom part of the left

panel of Fig. 4. In the right panel of the same Figure we plot
as a function of H the Δχ2 (defined as the difference
between the χ2ðHÞ and its minimum χ2min) computed on the
Be/B data and assuming statistical and systematic errors
summed in quadrature (blue solid line) from which one can
infer that values of H ≲ 6 kpc are disfavored at more than
99.73% of confidence (3σ), while H ≲ 5 kpc appears to be

excluded at more than 5σ. These two C.L.’s correspond to
Δχ2 ¼ 9 and 25 respectively. This result is in agreement
with the estimates based on the comparison between
numerical models for the CR electron distribution and
the morphology of the diffuse radio emission [52,53].
It might be argued that the χ2 of the fit has a well-defined

statistical significance only with respect to statistical errors,
although systematics (for instance in the energy determi-
nation, but not only) can change the number of events
that belong in a given rigidity bin. In the right panel of
Fig. 4 we also show the reduced χ2 as a function of H as
calculated with respect to the statistical errors only.
Clearly, the predictive power of the former case is higher
than the latter, although the statistical significance gets
smaller because of the very small statistical error bars of
AMS-02 data. Nevertheless, it leads to an allowed range for
H from ∼6.5 kpc to ∼7.5 kpc at 99.7% of confidence level,
with a best fit of H ∼ 7 kpc, thereby confirming the
previous finding based on B/C and Be/C ratios.
As pointed out in Sec. II, the weighted slab model

adopted here is not suitable to describe the transport of
unstable isotopes when the decay takes place inside the
thickness of the Galactic disc. This restricts the range of
applicability of our calculations to rigidities ≳ few GV. On
the other hand, existing measurements of the 10Be=9Be ratio
[37–41] are limited to sub-GV rigidities. In the near future,
the HELIX (High Energy Light Isotope eXperiment)
mission [54] aims at measuring this ratio up to tens of
GV. For the sole purpose of illustrating the capabilities
required of future experiments in order to discriminate

FIG. 3. Ratio of Boron over Carbon fluxes (left) and Beryllium over Carbon fluxes (right). The data points are the results of
measurements by AMS-02 [5] and the error bars are computed with statistical and systematic errors summed in quadrature. The curves
illustrate our best-fit results for different values of the halo size H. The bottom panels show the corresponding residuals with the same
color code.
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among different values of H, in Fig. 5 we plot the expected
10Be=9Be ratio for different values of H, compared with
data points from ISOMAX [40] that collected data reaching
up to few GV rigidity.
We used as a benchmark case the one corresponding to

H ¼ 6 kpc and asked the following question: how good a
measurement a future experiment should perform in order
to measureHwithin a given accuracy? From Fig. 5 we infer

that an accuracy better than 30% in the measurement of the
10Be=9Be ratio is needed in order to allow us to discriminate
between H ¼ 3 and H ¼ 6 kpc. An accuracy better than
10% is necessary to distinguish between H ¼ 6 and
H ¼ 9 kpc. This level of accuracy is expected to be within
reach for the HELIX mission [54].

C. Effects of the uncertainties
in the spallation cross sections

As discussed in detail in Refs. [44,55,56], the main
limitation in extracting physical information on CR
transport from secondary to primary ratios derives from
uncertainties in the spallation cross sections. The same
limitations holds for the Be/B ratio, to an extent that we
describe below.
As discussed in [44], although the energy dependence

of spallation cross sections is known to be weak, their
normalization is uncertain by factors that, depending on the
nucleus, can be tens of percent to order unity. Here we
parametrize the uncertainty in the production of beryllium
in terms of a fudge factor fBe, while assuming that boron
production is known. In other words, this fudge factor can
be interpreted as a relative uncertainty between the pro-
duction of beryllium and that of boron.
A quick inspection of Fig. 4 leads to some qualitative

conclusions: a decrease in the parameter fBe causes the
horizontal trend at high rigidity to get lower, thereby
making the low energy part closer to the AMS-02 data
for smaller values of H. On the contrary, an increase in fBe
leads to a worse fit in general. This trend is confirmed

FIG. 4. Left panel: Ratio of Beryllium over Boron fluxes. The dotted line shows the case without decay for 10Be while the other lines
refer to different values of H, as labeled. Right panel: Δχ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2min computed on the Be/B data as a function of the halo size H. We
show both the case where only the statistical errors are used (solid orange) and the case with the total errors (solid blue). The best-fit
reduced χ2’s are ∼3 and ∼0.85 in the two cases. The allowed maximum χ2 at 3σ and 5σ are also indicated with dotted lines.

FIG. 5. Predicted 10Be=9Be ratio for different values of the halo
size H. Data points are from the ISOMAX experiment [40].
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quantitatively in Fig. 6, where we show the reduced χ2 of
the ratio Be/B, calculated taking into account only stat-
istical errors, as a function of the halo size H and for
different values of the fudge factor fBe. The best χ2 is still
the one obtained for fBe ∼ 1 and H ∼ 7 kpc. However, a
reduction of the cross section of beryllium production by
10% would imply a halo size H ∼ 1.5 kpc, although with a
worse χ2 with a difference between the two situations
of Δχ2 ∼ 2.
This conclusion illustrates in a clear way the importance

of having reliable measurements of the spallation cross
sections, as already pointed out in Ref. [44] based on the
secondary to primary ratios.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We are going through a very peculiar time in the history
of the investigation of the origin of CRs: on one hand the
AMS-02 data have projected us into a precision era of the
measurement of CR fluxes, that in principle should allow to
solve some long lasting problems in the field. For instance
such data have allowed us to detect features in the spectra of
primaries that most likely are telling us about scattering
properties of CRs in their journey through the Galaxy and
the measurement of the secondary to primary ratios have
provided the best measurement of the grammage traversed
by CRs.
On the other hand, some pieces of these measurements,

such as the spectrum of positrons and antiprotons, have
opened a huge space for models of CR transport that seem
to question the very bases on which the points listed above

are based. To be more precise, there have been claims that
the observed trends in the positron and antiproton fluxes
may suggest that CRs accumulate most of the grammage in
regions near their sources rather than on Galactic scales
[23,24]. These models make some clear predictions:
(1) primary electrons should be injected with a spectrum
that is different from that of primary nuclei; (2) positrons
and antiprotons are solely secondary products of hadronic
CR interactions; (3) the confinement time of CRs in the
Galaxy must be weakly dependent or independent upon
energy and much shorter that the loss timescales for
positrons, at least for E≲ TeV. This implies that the
observed spectrum of e− is roughly the same as that at
the source and the spectrum of eþ is approximately the
same as that of their parent protons, at least up to E≲ TeV.
The recent results of DAMPE [57] for the eþ þ e−

spectrum is usually cited as a possible proof in support
of this scenario.
The critical assumption in these models is that the

confinement time of CRs in the Galaxy is much shorter
than believed. The most sensitive measurement of the
confinement time is provided by the abundance of 10Be,
the unstable isotope of beryllium, compared with the
abundance of the stable isotopes. Unfortunately the
10Be=9Be ratio has only been measured at low rigidities
where predictions are extremely model dependent because
of the fact that the radioactive decays occur inside the thin
Galactic disc, where diffusion processes, advection and the
local structure of the magnetic field are, to say the least,
poorly known.
The recent measurement of the Be/B ratio performed by

AMS-02 and extended up to∼TV rigidities has given us the
opportunity to reconsider the issue of the confinement time:
the decay of the unstable 10Be makes the ratio acquire a
peculiar increase with rigidity at rigidity ≲100 GV that
carries information about the time scale of CR transport,
and more specifically about the size of the Galactic halo H.
We have shown that this increase is best reproduced
assuming H of ∼7 kpc, which corresponds to a transport
time in the Galaxy that is incompatible with the assumption
of loss free propagation of positrons. The minimum value
of H that appears to be compatible with the measured Be/B
ratio is H ∼ 5 kpc.
There are two caveats that affect this conclusion and

need to be discussed.
First, the conclusions above are derived using the

spallation cross section taken at face value, as given by
the best available fits [44]. However, allowing for a ∼10%
uncertainty in the production cross section of beryllium
nuclei makes the conclusion more shaky, in the sense that
the value H ∼ 7 kpc remains the most likely value of the
halo size, but the reduced χ2 for H ¼ 1.5 kpc is only ∼2
points larger than in the previous case, if the cross section is
∼10% smaller than expected. We confirm the urgent need
for a campaign of high precision measurements of the

FIG. 6. The reduced χ2 indicator, calculated using statistical
errors only, is shown as a function of the halo size H for different
values of the normalization factor for the Be production cross-
sections fBe.
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spallation cross sections (e.g., an experimental program to
measure carbon-proton and oxygen-proton cross sections at
13 AGeV=c at the CERN SPS has been proposed in [58]),
so as to allow us to finally comprehend the CR transport in
its subtle features.
Second, the weighted-slab model adapted here is strictly

valid for halo size smaller than the gradients in the radial
direction. Since our best-fit H ∼ 7 kpc is comparable with
the distance to the Galactic center a more reliable estimate
should be derived using three-dimensional transport
models.
In Sec. III B we made some predictions of the perfor-

mance required of future experiments, such as HELIX [54]
in order to discriminate among different values of H. An

accuracy better than 30% in the measurement of the
10Be=9Be ratio is needed in order to allow us to discriminate
between H ¼ 3 and H ¼ 6 kpc, while an accuracy better
than 10% is necessary to distinguish between H ¼ 6 and
H ¼ 9 kpc. This requirements should be fulfilled by the
HELIX mission.
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